
Cloud Plus Managed Security Fabric is a suite of managed Next-Gen security services designed 
to meet the challenges of ever-evolving cyber threats. Based on industry-leading Fortinet 
platforms, the solutions incorporate a modular framework that can easily be tailored to suit the 
diverse needs of SME, Corporate and Government clients. Partner and clients who sign up for 
Cloud Plus Managed Security Fabric can rest assured that the service is covered by our 100% 
Uptime Guarantee (backed by rebates) and, as with all of our services, they can expect 
100% Committed Support.

Managed Security Fabric
Next-Gen Security for Ever Evolving Cyber Threats

High Performance Security Solutions

 + Award-winning solutions based on Fortinet’s multi-layered, integrated solutions 
suite for safe, secure, and reliable communications

 + Enterprise grade, low latency security solutions that can predict and prevent 
attacks before they reach your network

 + Design, deployment, and ongoing maintenance fully managed by Cloud Plus 
 + Affordable monthly cost per user with nominal CAPEX costs involved
 + Monitored and supported by qualified and highly-skilled staff, with 24x7 support 

options
 + Solutions suite options include: Feature rich Next-Gen Firewall; Enhanced email 

security; FortiGuard for protection against a wide range of threats and attacks; 
Capability to collect, analyse, and correlate network log data; and Trend Micro 
Deep Security for protecting virtualised environments



Next-Gen Firewall    

 + Utilises industry-leading FortiGate 
clusters, delivering low latency 
and high performance threat 
protection

 + Continuous threat intelligence 
provided by FortiGuard Labs 
security services, to protect 
against known events and 
malicious attacks

 + Dynamic analysis to protect 
against unknown attacks and 
with automated mitigation to 
stop targeted attacks

 + Web and content-filtering 
features to enable content 
management and ensure 
compliance requirements are 
met

 + SSL and IPSec termination 
options for secure remote 
access

 + AD Integration, Server Load 
Balancing (SLB) capabilities and 
more

 + Secure remote access via 
two-factor authentication with 
FortiToken

Email Security

 + FortiMail enhanced email 
security shields users from a wide 
range of cyber threats and 
protects sensitive data

 + Anti-Spam provides comprehen-
sive capability to detect and 
filter unwanted mail 

 + Anti-Virus protection shields from 
the latest viruses, spyware, and 
other content threats

 + Anti-Phishing facility to protect 
against socially-engineered 
phishing and other malware

 + Content Disarm and 
Reconstruction to strip away 
malicious content in real-time 
and produce sanitised files
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FortiGuard    
 + FortiGuard Labs security services provide early detection and protection from 

everchanging threats and attacks
 + Real-time automated updates and industry leading response times keep intrusion 

detection and defences up-todate with the latest knowledge base 
 + Proactive threat library ensures protection from current and emerging threats
 + Backed by a global team working 24x7x365 to create, update, and manage 

security content
 + Powered by Fortinet’s in-house global threat research teams

FortiAnalyzer    
 + Simple and intuitive search functionality enables comprehensive reporting on 

network traffic, activities, and trends across the network
 + Real-time and historical views into network activity covering applications, sources, 

destinations, websites, threats and events
 + Seamless integration with the Fortinet solution suite enables correlation of logs, 

quicker threat detection, and deeper visibility 
 + Improved management & analytics via FortiAnalyzer’s Incident Response 

capability, including special focus on event management and identification of 
compromised endpoints 

Built upon leading-edge Fortinet platforms
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About Cloud Plus
Cloud Plus is an award-winning Australian provider of Private Cloud Solutions with offices in 
Australia, Philippines and Czech Republic. We operate our own Next Generation Network, 
Security and Cloud Services infrastructure. With this foundation we are able to deliver highly 
integrated solutions for our Partners and Clients. Every service that we offer is backed up by the 
Cloud Plus 100% Committed support and the majority of services are also covered by a 100% 
Uptime Guarantee, backed by rebates.

“Grill’d have been a customer of Cloud Plus for many years. We have found their 
customer service exceptional and their technical capabilities outstanding. We 
operate in a fast changing and very dynamic environment and require our suppliers 
to be agile in approach. We require a high degree of performance and stability 
within our hosted service and network environment and a personalised service 

– Cloud Plus provides this.”

- RAY RYAN - Head of ICT, Grill’d.

Trend Micro Deep Security
Clients using Cloud Plus Data Centre products can subscribe to Trend Micro Deep 
Security. It works in concert with the Cloud Plus Managed Security Fabric to provide 
enhanced defense against potential threats and malware which includes:

 + Proactive protection covering networks, emails, web applications, remote users, 
and more

 + Protection against vulnerabilities, malware and unauthorized changes with the 
broadest range of security capabilities for virtualised environments 

 + Centrally managed, multi-purpose virtual appliances to eliminate the cost of 
deploying multiple software clients 

 + Agentless real-time detection and removal of malware from virtual servers
 + Proactive prevention and triggering of alerts upon detection of suspicious or 

malicious activity
 + On-demand audit reports to document prevented attacks and compliance 

policy status


